COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

A
- Accounting (Graduate) (ACGB)
- Accounting (Undergraduate) (ACBU)
- Accounting Law (ACGL)
- Administration and Supervision (GSE) (ASGE)
- Administrative Law (ADGL)
- African and African American Studies (AFAM)
- American Catholic Studies (AMCS)
- American Studies (AMST)
- Anthropology (ANTH)
- Antitrust (ATGL)
- Applied Health Informatics (HINF)
- Applied Statistics and Decision Making (SDGB)
- Arabic (ARAB)
- Art History (ARHI)
- Asian American Studies (AAST)

B
- Banking (BKGL)
- Bankruptcy (BRGL)
- Biological Sciences (BISC)
- Business Administration (BABU)
- Business Analytics (BYGB)
- Business Economics (BEGB)
- Business Law (Gabelli Graduate) (BLGB)
- Business Law (Gabelli Undergraduate) (BLBU)
- Business Ph.D. (BPHD)

C
- Center for Ethics Education (CEED)
- Chemistry and Biochemistry (CHEM)
- Civil Law (CVGL)
- Civil Rights (CIGL)
- Classical Languages and Civilization (CLAS)
- Clinic (Law) (CLGL)
- College at 60 (CASP)
- Commercial Law (COGL)
- Communication and Culture (COMC)
- Communication and Media Management (Gabelli Graduate) (CMGB)
- Communication and Media Management (Gabelli Undergraduate) (CMBU)
- Communication and Media Studies (COMM)
- Communications Law (CMGL)
- Community Engaged Learning (SERV)
- Comparative Literature (COLI)
- Compliance (Law) (CPGL)
- Computer and Information Sciences (CISC)
- Consulting Project GBA (CPGB)
- Consulting Projects (CPBU)
- Contemporary Learning And Interdisciplinary Research (CLAIR) (CLGE)
- Contracts Law (CNGL)
- Core Business (CBBU)
- Core Business - Doctor Prof St (CBDP)
- Corporations Law (BUGL)
- Criminal Law (CRGL)
- Curriculum and Teaching (CTGE)

D
- Dance (DANC)
- Design Management (DGGB)
- Digital Technologies and Emerging Media (DTEM)
- Disability Studies (DISA)
- Domestic Relations Law (DRGL)

E
- Economics (ECON)
- Economics (Law) (ECGL)
- English (ENGL)
- Entertainment Law (ETGL)
- Environmental Law (EVGL)
- Environmental Science (ENVS)
- Environmental Studies (ENST)
- Estates Law (ESGL)
- Ethics (Law) (EHGL)
- Evidence (EDGL)

F
- Fashion Studies (FASH)
- Fed Con Law (FCGL)
- Field Study (Gabelli Graduate) (FSGB)
- Film and Television (FITV)
- Finance (Graduate) (FNGB)
- Finance (Undergraduate) (FNBU)
- Finance M.S. (GFGB)
- French (FREN)

G
- German (GERM)
- Global Immersion (Gabelli) (GLGB)
- Greek (GREK)

H
- Health Administration (HADM)
- Health Law (HEGL)
- Hebrew (HEBW)
- History (HIST)
- History Law (HSGL)
- Honors Program - FCLC (HPLC)
- Honors Program - FCRH (HPRH)
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- Honors Program - Gabelli (HPCB)
- Humanitarian Studies (HUST)

I
- Independent Study (UG) (INDP)
- Independent Study Law (INGL)
- Information Systems (Gabelli Graduate) (ISGB)
- Information Systems (Gabelli Undergraduate) (INSY)
- Institute of American Language and Culture (IALC)
- Insurance Law (ISGL)
- Integrative Neuroscience (NEUR)
- Intellectual Property (IPGL)
- Interdisciplinary (IDIS)
- Interdivisional (GSE) (EDGE)
- International Business Bridge (IBGB)
- International Law (ITGL)
- International Political Economy and Development (IPED)
- International Studies (INST)
- Introductory Law (LWGL)
- Irish Studies (IRST)
- Italian (ITAL)

J
- Japanese (JPAN)
- Jewish Studies (JWST)
- Journalism (JOUR)
- Juilliard Exchange (JUIL)
- Jurisprudence (JUGL)

L
- Labor (LBGL)
- Latin (LATN)
- Latin American and Latino Studies (LALS)
- Leading People and Organizations (Graduate) (LPGB)
- Leading People and Organizations (Undergraduate) (LPBU)
- Legal English Institute (LEGL)
- Legal Writing (LTGL)
- Life Experience (LIFE)
- Linguistics (LING)
- LLM-Professional Skills (SKGL)

M
- Management Masters (MMGB)
- Mandarin Chinese (MAND)
- Marketing (Graduate) (MKGB)
- Marketing (Undergraduate) (MKBU)
- Marketing Intelligence (MIGB)
- Master's Seminar (Gabelli) (MSGB)
- Mathematics (MATH)
- Medieval Studies (MVST)
- Middle East Studies (MEST)
- Military Science ROTC (MLSC)
- Modern Languages (MLAL)
- Music (MUSC)

N
- Natural Science (NSCI)
- Naval ROTC (NAVY)
- New Media and Digital Design (NMDD)

O
- Operations (Graduate) (OPGB)
- Operations (Undergraduate) (OPBU)
- Organizational Leadership (ORGL)

P
- Pastoral Counseling (PCGR)
- Pastoral Ministry (PMGR)
- Peace and Justice Studies (PJST)
- Philosophy (PHIL)
- Philosophy and Society (MAPS)
- Physics (PHYS)
- Political Science (POSC)
- Property Law (PRGL)
- Psych and Educational Services (PSGE)
- Psychology (PSYC)
- Public Media (PMMA)

Q
- Quantitative Finance (QFGB)

R
- Real Estate (REAL)
- Religion (GSRRE) (RLGR)
- Religious Education (REGR)
- Remedies Law (RMGL)
- Research (Law) (RHGL)
- Russian (RUSS)

S
- Securities (SCGL)
- Social Science (SSCI)
- Social Work (graduate) (SWGS)
- Social Work (undergraduate) (SOWK)
- Sociology (SOCI)
- Spanish (SPAN)
- Spirituality (SPGR)
- Strategy (Graduate) (SAGB)
- Strategy (Undergraduate) (SABU)
- Supreme Court (SUGL)
- Symposium (SYMP)

T
- Taxation (Gabelli) (TXGB)
- Taxation Law (TXGL)
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• Theatre (THEA)
• Theology (THEO)
• Torts (TOGL)

U
• Urban Education (UEGE)
• Urban Studies (URST)

V
• Visual Arts (VART)

W
• Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies (WGSS)